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Abstract.

One of the current challenges in ontology alignment is the user involvement in the alignment process. To obtain high-quality
alignments user involvement is needed for validation of matching results as well as in the mapping generation process. Further,
there is a need for supporting the user in tasks such as matcher selection, combination and tuning.

In this paper we introduce a conceptual ontology alignment framework that enables user involvement in a natural way. This
is achieved by introducing different kinds of interruptible sessions. The framework allows partial computations for generating
mapping suggestions, partial validations of mapping suggestions, recommendations for alignment strategies as well as the use of
validation decisions in the (re-)computation of mapping suggestions and the recommendations. Further, we show the feasibility of
the approach by implementing a session-based version of an existing system. We also show through experiments the advantages
of our approach for ontology alignment as well as for evaluation of ontology alignment strategies.
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1. Introduction 1

In recent years many ontologies have been devel-
oped and many of those contain overlapping informa-
tion. Often we want to use multiple ontologies. For in-
stance, companies may want to use community stan-
dard ontologies and use them together with company-
specific ontologies. Applications may need to use on-
tologies from different areas or from different views
on one area. In each of these cases it is important to

*Corresponding author. E-mail: patrick.lambrix@liu.se.
1This paper is an extended version of [23].

know the relationships between the concepts (and re-
lations) in the different ontologies. Further, the data in
different data sources in the same domain may have
been annotated with different but similar ontologies.
Knowledge of the inter-ontology relationships would
in this case lead to improvements in search, integration
and analysis of data. It has been realized that this is a
major issue and much research has recently been done
on ontology alignment, i.e. finding mappings between
concepts and relations in different ontologies (e.g. [8]).
The research field of ontology alignment is very active
with its own yearly workshop as well as a yearly event,
the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI,
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e.g. [7]), that focuses on evaluating systems that au-
tomatically generate mapping suggestions. Many sys-
tems have been built and overviews can be found in
e.g. [19,35,43,8,27,44] and at the ontology matching
web site http://www.ontologymatching.org.

One of the current challenges in ontology align-
ment is the user involvement in the alignment process
[44,16]. Based on OAEI experience it is clear that there
is a need for support for matcher selection, combina-
tion and tuning. There is also a need for user involve-
ment in the matching process. First, the user could
be involved during the mapping generation. Introduc-
ing domain expert knowledge already in the generation
phase could significantly improve the matching results
and is essential for use cases requiring very accurate
mappings [18]. Further, as stated by the OAEI orga-
nizers [7], automatic generation of mappings is only a
first step towards a final alignment and a validation by
a domain expert is needed to obtain high-quality align-
ments.

In this paper we introduce a conceptual ontology

alignment framework that enables user involvement in
a natural way. Existing frameworks for ontology align-
ment systems (e.g. [6,28]) describe different compo-
nents and steps in the ontology alignment process such
as preprocessing, matching, filtering and combining
match results. The user involvement in these frame-
works usually relates to the validation of the mapping
suggestions generated by the ontology alignment sys-
tem. In this paper we introduce a, for the ontology
alignment community, novel framework based on in-
terruptible sessions: computation, validation and rec-
ommendation sessions. It is the first framework that al-
lows partial computations for generating mapping sug-
gestions, thereby reducing the waiting time for do-
main experts. Currently, to our knowledge, no sys-
tem allows to start validating mapping suggestions be-
fore every suggestion is computed. It also is the first
framework that allows a domain expert to validate a
sub-set of the mapping suggestions, and continue later
on, thereby allowing the interleaving of computation
and validation. Further, it supports the use of valida-
tion results in the (re)computation of mapping sug-
gestions and the recommendation of alignment strate-
gies to use, thereby introducing the domain expert’s
knowledge in the mapping generation and recommen-
dation processes. The framework also introduces rec-
ommendation sessions that generate recommendations
for matcher selection, combination and tuning.

Further, we show the feasibility of the session-based
framework by implementing a session-based version

of an existing ontology alignment system (Section 4).
We note that we are not aiming to build the ’best’
possible ontology alignment system, but we want to
reuse as many components as possible from an exist-
ing system (in this case SAMBO [28]), thereby show-
ing the feasibility of extending existing systems to fit
the session-based approach.2 However, as a side effect
of implementing our session-based system, we do in-
troduce some new algorithms.

We also provide several experiments (Section 5).
The experiments relate to some of the main features of
the session-based approach (interruptable sessions, use
of validation decisions from previous validation ses-
sions, and recommendation sessions). All experiments
show the advantages of using a session-based sys-

tem as compared to a ’traditional’ approach for ontol-
ogy alignment. We point to alignment quality improve-
ments based on the new functionality that the session-
based approach enables in terms of performance of
computation of similarity values, filtering and recom-
mendation. Some of the experiments additionally show
how a session-based system can be used for evaluating

strategies (PA-based algorithms and recommendation
algorithms) that could not or not easily be evaluated
before.

In Section 6 we discuss related work and Section 7
concludes the paper. First, however, we introduce some
background in Section 2.

2. Background

In general, from a knowledge representation point
of view, ontologies may contain concepts, relations,
axioms and instances. Concepts and relations are of-
ten organized in hierarchies using the is-a (or sub-
sumption) relation, denoted by ⊑. The task of ontol-
ogy alignment is to create an alignment between on-
tologies. An alignment is a set of mappings (also called
correspondences) between entities from the different
ontologies. The most common kinds of mappings are
equivalence mappings (≡) as well as mappings using
is-a and its inverse (⊑, ⊒). For instance, for concepts
A from the first ontology and A’ from the second on-
tology <A,A’,≡> represents the fact that A and A’ are
equivalent.

2For instance, we use the matchers from SAMBO as of 2006. The
best SAMBO strategy regarding F-measure was still better than the
best system at OAEI Anatomy 2009 and earlier, but in 2010 Agree-
mentMaker implemented a strategy with F-measure 0.877. In 2014,
AML reached an F-measure of 0.944.
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Fig. 1. An existing framework (extension of the framework in [28]).

2.1. Ontology alignment framework

A large number of ontology alignment systems have
been developed. Many of these are based on the com-
putation of similarity values between entities in differ-
ent ontologies and can be described as instantiations
of the general framework in Figure 1. The framework
consists of two parts. The first part (I in Figure 1) com-
putes mapping suggestions. The second part (II) inter-
acts with the user to decide on the final alignment.

An alignment algorithm receives as input two source
ontologies. Part I typically contains different compo-
nents. A preprocessing component can be used to mod-
ify the original ontologies, e.g. to extract specific fea-
tures of the concepts in the ontologies, or to parti-
tion the ontologies into mappable parts thereby reduc-
ing the search space for finding mapping suggestions.
The algorithm can include several matchers that calcu-
late similarities between the entities from the different
source ontologies or mappable parts of the ontologies.
They often implement strategies based on linguistic
matching, structure-based strategies, constraint-based
approaches, instance-based strategies, strategies that
use auxiliary information or a combination of these.
Each matcher utilizes knowledge from one or multi-
ple sources. Mapping suggestions are then determined
by combining and filtering the results generated by
one or more matchers. Common combination strate-
gies are the weighted-sum and the maximum-based

strategies. The most common filtering strategy is the
(single) threshold filtering. By using different prepro-
cessing, matching, combining and filtering techniques,
we obtain different alignment strategies. The result of
part I is a set of mapping suggestions.3

In part II the mapping suggestions are then pre-
sented to the user, a domain expert, who accepts or
rejects them. The accepted mapping suggestions are
part of the final alignment. Any sub-set of the final
alignment is a partial alignment (PA). The acceptance
and rejection of suggestions may also influence further
suggestions. Further, a conflict checker could be used
to avoid conflicts introduced by the mapping sugges-
tions.4

There can be several iterations of parts I and II. The
output of the alignment algorithm is a set of mappings
between entities from the source ontologies. All sys-
tems implement part I while some also implement part
II and allow iterations.

In Section 3 we propose a framework that includes
the existing framework in some of its components.

3Traditionally, in the OAEI it is this result (and thus part I) that is
evaluated. In 2013, for the first time there was a track for evaluating
interaction and thus also some issues related to part II.

4During the recent years some systems allow not only for conflict
checking but also for repairing of mappings or mapping suggestions,
e.g., [31,18,33,37,15].
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2.2. Preliminaries

In the implemented system (Section 4) we use algo-
rithms that require some new notions. We define these
in this section.

2.2.1. Partitioning using a consistent group

Given a PA between two ontologies, a consistent

group is a sub-set of the equivalence mappings in the
PA such that each concept occurs at most once as first
argument in a mapping, at most once as second argu-
ment in a mapping and for each pair of selected equiv-
alence mappings <A,A’,≡> and <B,B’,≡> where A
and B are concepts in the first ontology and A’ and B’
are concepts in the second ontology, we require that A
⊑ B iff A’ ⊑ B’.5

As an example, consider the two ontologies in Fig-
ure 2 where the nodes represent concepts and the
edges inverses of is-a relations (e.g., the concept repre-
sented by node 2 is a sub-concept of the concept repre-
sented by node 1). Assume we have a PA that contains
<2,B,≡>, <3,F,≡>, <6,D,≡>, and <5,C,≡>. Then
the set of mappings {<2,B,≡>, <3,F,≡>, <6,D,≡>,
<5,C,≡>} is not a consistent group as the concept rep-

5In Section 4.2.5 we use this definition also in the case where we
have a set of mapping suggestions that are not yet validated. In the
definition we should then replace ’PA’ with ’set of mapping sugges-
tions’ and replace ’mappings’ with ’mapping suggestions’.

resented by 5 is a sub-concept of the concept repre-
sented by 2, but the concept represented by C is not
a sub-concept of the concept represented by B. How-
ever, {<2,B,≡>, <3,F,≡>, <6,D,≡>} is a consistent
group.

A consistent group respects the is-a hierarchy in the
two ontologies and can be used to partition the two on-
tologies such that each element (which is a set of con-
cepts) in the partition of the first ontology has a cor-
responding element (which is a set of concepts) in the
partition of the second ontology and only mappings be-
tween concepts in corresponding elements respect the
structure of the ontologies. This can be done as fol-
lows. A mapping <A,A’,≡> divides the two ontolo-
gies into three parts. The first ontology is divided into
(i) the descendants of A, (ii) A and (iii) the rest. The
second ontology is divided into (i) the descendants of
A’, (ii) A’ and (iii) the rest. We use each mapping in
the consistent group in this way. By taking the inter-
sections of all these parts, we obtain different pieces
in the first ontology that have a corresponding piece
in the second ontology. Such corresponding pieces we
call mappable parts.

As an example, consider the ontologies in Fig-
ure 2 and the consistent group {<2,B,≡>, <3,F,≡>,
<6,D,≡>}. In this case the first ontology has the fol-
lowing pieces: descendants of node 6 (empty), node 6,
descendants of node 2 that are not node 6 or descen-
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dants of node 6 (node 5), node 2, descendants of node
3 (empty), node 3, the rest (nodes 1, 4, 7, 8). The sec-
ond ontology is divided into: descendants of node D
(empty), node D, descendants of node B that are not
node D or descendants of node D (node E), node B, de-
scendants of node F (empty), node F, the rest (nodes A,
C). The corresponding mappable parts between the on-
tologies are: ({5}, {E}) and ({1,4,7,8}, {A,C}) (Figure
3).

2.2.2. Segments

The intuition behind a segment of an ontology is that
it represents a piece of the knowledge that the ontology
represents. Formally, we define a segment of an ontol-
ogy as a set of concepts in the ontology. In several of
the implemented recommendation algorithms (Section
4.4) we require full knowledge about the mappings
between segments from different ontologies (segment
pairs). In [48] different strategies for generating seg-
ments pairs are described (e.g. based on sub-graphs of
the ontologies or using clustering algorithms).

3. Framework

Our new framework is presented in Figure 4. The in-
put are the ontologies that need to be aligned. The out-
put is an alignment between the ontologies which con-
sists of a set of mappings that are accepted after vali-
dation. The framework defines three kinds of sessions:
computation, validation and recommendation sessions.
When starting an alignment process the user starts a
computation session. When a user returns to an align-
ment process, she can choose to start or continue a
computation session or a validation session.

During the computation sessions mapping sugges-
tions are computed. The computation may involve pre-
processing of the ontologies, matching, and combina-
tion and filtering of matching results (as in part I of
the old framework). Auxiliary resources such as do-
main knowledge and dictionaries may be used. A rea-
soner may be used to check consistency of the pro-
posed mapping suggestions in connection with the on-
tologies as well as among each other (as in part II in the
old framework). Users may be involved in the choice
of algorithms. This is similar to what most ontology
alignment systems do. However, in this case the algo-
rithms may also take into account the results of previ-
ous validation and recommendation sessions. Further,
we allow that computation sessions can be interrupted
and partial results can be delivered. It is therefore pos-

sible for a domain expert to start validation of results
before all mapping suggestions are computed. The out-
put of a computation session is a set of mapping sug-
gestions.

During the validation sessions the domain expert
validates the mapping suggestions generated by the
computation sessions. A reasoner may be used to
check consistency of the validations. The output of a
validation session is a set of mapping decisions (ac-
cepted and rejected mapping suggestions). The ac-
cepted mapping suggestions form a PA and are part
of the final alignment. The mapping decisions (regard-
ing acceptance as well as rejection of mapping sug-
gestions) can be used in future computation sessions
as well as in recommendation sessions. Validation ses-
sions can be interrupted and resumed at any time. It is
therefore not neccesary for a domain expert to validate
all mapping suggestions in one session. The user may
also decide not to resume the validation but start a new
computation session, possibly based on the results of a
recommendation session.

The input for the recommendation sessions con-
sists of a database of algorithms for the preprocessing,
matching, combination and filtering in the computa-
tion sessions. During the recommendation sessions the
system computes recommendations for which (combi-
nation) of those algorithms may perform best for align-
ing the given ontologies. When validation results are
available these may be used to evaluate the different al-
gorithms, otherwise an oracle may be used. The output
of this session is a recommendation for the settings of
a future computation session. These sessions are nor-
mally run when a user is not validating and results are
given when the user logs in into the system again.

A typical6 workflow for an alignment process would
be to start a computation session, possibly with a de-
fault setting for the preprocessing, matching, combi-
nation and filtering steps. After a number of mapping
suggestions are computed, the computation session is
interrupted and a domain expert starts validating the
mapping suggestions. In case there are too many sug-
gestions to handle in one time or when the domain ex-
pert would like to see the validation decisions up to
now taken into account in the computation of the map-
ping suggestions, the validation session is interrupted.
Then, a recommendation session computes a recom-
mended setting for the computation session and the

6The framework allows for a more flexible interleaving of the dif-
ferent kinds of sessions than in this typical workflow.
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Fig. 4. Framework.

user can decide to run a new computation session with
the recommended setting or the old setting. The new
computation session can also take the domain expert’s
validation decisions into account. This iterative pro-
cess continues until no more new mapping suggestions
are generated. Many existing systems can be seen as an
instantiation of the framework with one computation
session where mapping suggestions are computed all
at once, or several computation sessions where previ-
ous mapping suggestions are taken into account to gen-
erate new mapping suggestions. Some systems also in-
clude a validation session where a domain expert vali-
dates the mapping suggestions.

4. Implemented System

We have implemented a prototype based on the
framework described above. We have used and ex-
tended some components from the SAMBO system
[28], previously developed in our group, and devel-
oped and implemented several new components.7

4.1. Support for sessions

When starting an alignment process for the first
time, the user starts a computation session. However,
if the user has previously stored sessions, then a screen
as in Figure 5 is shown and the user can start a new

7In the text we explicitly mention which components are taken
from or further developed from previous work. When nothing is
mentioned, it means we have developed new algorithms.

session or resume a previous session. The information
about sessions is stored in the session management
database. This includes information about the user, the
ontologies, the list of already validated mapping sug-
gestions, the list of not yet validated mapping sugges-
tions, and last access date. In the current implemen-
tation only validation sessions can be saved. When a
computation session is interrupted, a new validation
session is created and this can be stored. When a user
ends or interrupts a session, the user can ask the sys-
tem to, using the obtained validation decisions, filter
the non-validated mapping suggestions, preprocess the
data for a future session or compute a recommendation
for the settings of a new computation sesssion.

4.2. Computation sessions

4.2.1. Settings selection

Figure 6 shows a screenshot of the system at the
start of a computation session. It allows for the setting
of the session parameters. During the settings selec-

tion the user selects algorithms for the matching, com-
bining and filtering steps as well as whether prepro-
cessed data should be used. An experienced user may
choose her own settings. Otherwise, the suggestion of
a recommendation session (by clicking the ’Use rec-
ommendations from predefined strategies’ button) or a
default setting may be used. It is also possible to in-
spect a list of predefined strategies as well as a list of
the top recommended strategies with their recommen-
dation scores and select a strategy from these lists. The
settings selection is stored in the session information
database. The computation session is started using the
’Start Computation’ button.
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Fig. 5. Screenshot: start session.

Fig. 6. Screenshot: start computation session.

4.2.2. Preprocessing

When a PA is available (e.g. after an (interrupted)
validation session - in this case this step can be initi-
ated after the end or interruption of a previous valida-
tion session), the preprocessing step partitions the on-
tologies into corresponding mappable parts according
to the method we developed in [24]. This method com-
putes corresponding mappable parts that make sense
with respect to the is-a structure of the ontologies as
described in Section 2.2.1. As only mappings between
concepts in mappable parts respect the structure of the
ontologies, the matchers will not compute similarity
values between all pairs of concepts, but only between
concepts in mappable parts, thereby considerably re-
ducing the search space. The method has good perfor-
mance when the is-a structure of the ontologies is cor-
rect. The user may choose to use this preprocessing
step by checking the ’use preprocessed data’ check box
(Figure 6).

4.2.3. Matchers

Matchers compute similarity values between en-
tities in different ontologies. Whenever a similarity
value for an entity pair using a matcher is computed,
it is stored in the similarity values database. This can
be done during the computation sessions, but also dur-
ing the recommendation sessions. In the current im-
plementation we have used string matching for match-
ing relations. Regarding concepts, the matchers com-
pute similarity values between pairs of concepts as re-
ceived from the preprocessing step (all pairs or pairs
of concepts in mappable parts). We use the linguistic,
WordNet-based, UMLS-based and instance-based al-
gorithms from the SAMBO system [28]. The matcher
n-gram computes a similarity based on 3-grams. An
n-gram is a set of n consecutive characters extracted
from a string. Similar strings have a high propor-
tion of n-grams in common. The matcher TermBasic

uses a combination of n-gram, edit distance and an
algorithm that compares the lists of words of which
the names of the concpets and relations are com-
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posed.8 A Porter stemming algorithm is employed to
each word. The matcher TermWN extends TermBasic
by using WordNet [51] for looking up is-a relations.
The matcher UMLSM uses the domain knowledge in
the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS, [46])
to obtain mapping suggestions. Finally, the instance-
based matcher NaiveBayes makes use of research liter-
ature that is related to the concepts in the ontologies. It
is based on the intuition that a similarity measure be-
tween concepts can be defined based on the probability
that documents about one concept are also about the
other concept and vice versa [47]. For this matcher for
each ontology that we want to align we generate a cor-
pus of documents. Then for each ontology a document
classifier is generated using its corpus. This classifier
returns for a given document the concept that is most
closely related. Documents of one ontology are then
classified by the document classifier of the other ontol-
ogy and vice versa and a similarity measure between
concepts in the different ontologies is computed based
on the number of documents related to one concept be-
ing classified to the second concept and vice versa.

The user can define which matchers to use in the
computation session by checking the check boxes in
front of the matchers’ names (Figure 6). To guarantee
partial results as soon as possible the similarity val-
ues for all currently used matchers are computed for
one pair of entities at a time and stored in the simi-
larity values database. When the similarity values for
each currently used matcher for a pair of entities are
computed, they can be combined and filtered (see be-
low) immediately. As ontology alignment is an itera-
tive process, it may be the case that the similarity val-
ues for some pairs and some matchers were computed
in a previous round. In this case these values are al-
ready in the similarity values database and do not need
to be re-computed.

4.2.4. Combining

Results from different matchers can be combined.
In our system we allow the choice of the two most
common approaches: a weighted-sum approach and a
maximum-based approach. In the first approach each
matcher is given a weight and the final similarity value
between a pair of entities is the weighted sum of the

8This is similar to a combination of n-gram, edit distance and Jac-
card. According to [1] this should give good results for the f-measure
for standard ontologies. Also according to [1], for biomedical on-
tologies edit distance gives good precision while Jaccard gives good
recall and f-measure.

similarity values divided by the sum of the weights of
the used matchers. The maximum-based approach re-
turns as final similarity value between a pair of enti-
ties, the maximum of the similarity values from differ-
ent matchers. The user can choose which combination
strategy to use by checking radio buttons, and weights
can be added in front of the matchers’ names (Figure
6).

4.2.5. Filtering

Most systems use a threshold filter on the similarity
values to decide which pairs of entities become map-
ping suggestions. In this case a pair of entities is a
mapping suggestion if the similarity value is equal to
or higher than a given threshold value. Another ap-
proach that we implemented is the double threshold fil-
tering approach that we developed in [2]. In this ap-
proach two thresholds are introduced. Pairs with sim-
ilarity values equal to or higher than the upper thresh-
old are retained as mapping suggestions. These pairs
are also used to partition the ontologies as described in
Section 2.2.1, similar to the partitioning in the prepro-
cessing step. The pairs with similarity values between
the lower and upper thresholds are filtered using the
partitions. Only pairs of which the elements belong to
corresponding elements in the partitions are retained as
suggestions. Pairs with similarity values lower than the
lower threshold are rejected as mapping suggestions.
When a PA is available, a variant of double threshold
filtering can be used, where the PA is used for parti-
tioning the ontologies [24]. The user can choose single
or double threshold filtering and define the thresholds
(Figure 6). Further, to obtain higher quality mappings,
we always remove mapping suggestions that conflict
with already validated correct mappings [24].

4.2.6. Ending and interrupting

The session can be interrupted using the ’Interrupt
Computation’ button. The user may also specify be-
forehand a number of concept pairs to be processed
and when this number is reached, the computation ses-
sion is interrupted and validation can start. This setting
is done using the ’interrupt at’ field (Figure 6). The
output of the computation session is a set of mapping
suggestions where the computation is based on the set-
tings of the session. Additionally, similarity values are
stored in the similarity values database that can be used
in future computation sessions as well as in recommen-
dation sessions. In case the user decides to interrupt a
computation session, partial results are available, and
the session may be resumed later on. The ’Finish Com-
putation’ button allows a user to finalize the alignment
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process. (A similar button is available in validation ses-
sions.)

4.3. Validation sessions

The validation sessions allow a domain expert to
validate mapping suggestions. The mapping sugges-
tions can come from a computation session (com-
plete or partial results) or be the remaining part of the
mapping suggestions of a previous validation session.
For the validation we extended the user interface of
SAMBO [28], which took into account lessons learned
from experiments [20,21] with ontology engineering
systems’ user interfaces. As stated in [9] our user inter-
face evaluations are one of the few existing evaluations
and our system is one of the few systems based on such
evaluation. Through the interface, the system presents
mapping suggestions (Figure 7) with available infor-
mation about the entities in the mapping suggestions.
When an entity appears in multiple mapping sugges-
tions, these will be shown at the same time. The user
can accept a mapping suggestion as an ≡, ⊑ or ⊒ map-
ping, or reject the mapping suggestion by clicking the
appropriate buttons. Further, the user can give a pre-
ferred name to equivalent entities as well as annotate
the decisions. The user can also review the previous
decisions (’History’) as well as receive a summary of
the mapping suggestions still to validate (’Remaining
Suggestions’). After validation a reasoner is used to
detect conflicts in the decisions and the user is notified
if any such occur.

The mapping decisions are stored in the mapping
decisions database. The accepted mapping suggestions
constitute a PA and are partial results for the final out-
put of the ontology alignment system. The mapping
decisions (both accepted and rejected) can also be used
in future computation and recommendation sessions.
Validation sessions can be stopped at any time and re-
sumed later on (or if so desired - the user may also start
a new computation session).

4.4. Recommendation sessions

We implemented several recommendation strate-
gies. The first approach (an extension of our work in
[48]) requires the user or an oracle to validate all pairs
in small segment pairs of the different ontologies (Sec-
tion 2.2.2). To generate these segments and segment
pairs we first use a string-based approach to detect con-
cepts in the different ontologies with similar names. In
the implementation we used exact matching. The con-

cepts in the sub-graphs of the is-a hierarchies of the
two ontologies with the matched concepts as roots are
then candidate segments and form a candidate segment
pair. Among the candidate segment pairs a number of
elements (15) of small enough size (maximally 60 con-
cepts in a segment) are retained as segment pairs. As
a domain expert or oracle has validated all pairs con-
structed from the segments, full knowledge is avail-
able for the small parts of the ontologies represented
by the segments. The recommendation algorithm then
proposes a particular setting for which matchers to
use, which combination strategy and which thresholds,
based on the performance of the strategies on the vali-
dated segments. The advantage of the approach is that
it is based on full knowledge of the mappings of parts
of the ontologies. An objection may be that good per-
formance on parts of the ontologies may not lead to
good performance on the whole ontologies. The dis-
advantage of the approach is that a domain expert or
an oracle needs to provide full knowledge about the
mappings of the segments. The second and third ap-
proach can be used when the results of a validation
are available. In the second approach the recommen-
dation algorithm proposes a particular setting based on
the performance of the alignment strategies on all the
already validated mapping suggestions. In the third ap-
proach we use the segment pairs (as in the first ap-
proach) and the results of earlier validation to com-
pute a recommendation. The advantages of these ap-
proaches are that decisions from different parts of the
ontologies can be used, and that no domain expert or
oracle is needed during the computation of the recom-
mendation. However, no full knowledge may be avail-
able for any parts of the ontologies (e.g. for some pairs
in the segment pairs, we may not know whether the
mapping is correct or not), and validation decisions
need to be available. We note that in all approaches,
when similarity values for concepts for certain match-
ers that are needed for computing the performance, are
not yet available, these will be computed and added to
the similarity values database.

To define the performance of the alignment algo-
rithms several measures can be used. We define the
measures that are used in our implementation. We as-
sume there is a set of pairs of concepts for which full
knowledge is available about the correctness of the
mappings between the concepts in the pair. For the first
approach this set is the set of pairs in the segments.
In the other approaches this set is the set of pairs in
the mappings decisions (accepted and rejected). For a
given alignment algorithm, let then A be the number of
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Fig. 7. Screenshot: mapping suggestion.

pairs that are correct mappings and that are identified
as mapping suggestions, B the number of pairs that are
wrong mappings but were suggested, C the number of
pairs that are correct mappings but that were not sug-
gested, and D the number of pairs that are wrong map-
pings and that were not suggested (see Table 1). In A
+ D cases the algorithm made a correct decision and
in B + C cases the algorithm made a wrong decision.
In our system we use then the following measures (see
Table 2). Pc, Rc and Fc are the common measures of
precision, recall and their harmonic mean f-measure.
These focus on correct decisions for correct mappings.
Pw, Rw and Fw are counterparts that focus on cor-
rect decisions regarding wrong mappings. Sim1 is a
similarity measure that computes the ratio of correct
decisions over the total number of decisions. Sim2 is
the Jaccard-similarity where the case of non-suggested
wrong mappings is not taken into account (assumed to
be a common and non-interesting case).

The results of the recommendation algorithms are
stored in the recommendation database. For each of the
alignment algorithms (e.g. matchers, combinations,
and filters) the recommendation approach and the per-
formance measure are stored. A user can use the rec-
ommendations when starting or continuing a computa-
tion session.

4.5. User interface

In [10] a cognitive support framework for ontol-
ogy alignment systems is proposed. The framework
was developed using cognitive support theories, a lit-
erature review of ontology alignment tools as well as

a small observational case study. Different require-
ments for ontology alignment systems were identified
and divided into four conceptual dimensions: analy-
sis and decision making (requirements 1.1-1.4), in-
teraction (requirements 2.1-2.5), analysis and gener-
ation (requirements 3.1-3.4), and representation (re-
quirements 4.1-4.7). In this section we discuss the cog-
nitive support of our system using these requirements.

In the analysis and decision making dimension we
support the following. In addition to the functionality
described earlier, our system has a component for man-
ual ontology alignment where the ontologies are repre-
sented as indented trees. In this component the user can
select a concept from the first ontology and a concept
from the second ontology and manually create a map-
ping (1.1). It also supports ontology exploration (1.1).
The tool provides means for the user to accept/reject
mapping suggestions (1.2). Further, the user receives
information about the definitions of concepts or rela-
tions (1.3). Some information about the context of the
concepts and relations is available in the mapping sug-
gestions as well as in the manual alignment compo-
nent (1.4). In the interaction dimension we support ex-
ploration (2.1) and search (2.4) of the ontologies via
the manual alignment component. Exploration of po-
tential mappings is supported through the remaining
suggestions list (2.2). Further, we support exploration
of already verified mappings (2.3) through the history
list. The system also supports adding details on verified
mappings through the annotation functionality (2.5).
In the analysis and generation dimension we support
the automatic discovery of mapping suggestions (3.1).
The mapping state can be saved and users are allowed
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Table 1

Number of correct/wrong mappings that are suggested/not
suggested.

Suggested Not suggested

Correct A C

Wrong B D

Table 2

Performance measures.

Pc = A/(A+B), Rc = A/(A+C), Fc = 2PcRc/(Pc+Rc)

Pw = D/(C+D), Rw = D/(B+D), Fw = 2PwRw/(Pw+Rw)

Sim1 = (A+D)/(A+B+C+D), Sim2 = A/(A+B+C)

to return to a given state (3.3). Potential conflicts aris-
ing from adding mappings are detected and the user is
notified of potential problems (3.4). Regarding the rep-
resentation dimension we provide a visual representa-
tion of the ontologies using indented trees (4.1). We
also provide some information regarding the mappings
(4.3) via the annotation functionality. Through our PA-
based algorithms we have ways to compute mappable
regions (4.4). We provide progress feedback through
the different tabs, sessions and the history list (4.6).

There are a number of requirements that are not sup-
ported or should be supported in a better way. We do
not have a filter strategy for showing, for instance, only
mappings with exact names or only mapped concepts
in the ontologies (2.4). The current system does not
deal with instances and thus does not support the trans-
forming of instances from the source ontology to the
target ontology (3.2). The current system detects po-
tential conflicts but does not suggest ways of resolv-
ing them (3.4). We have worked on an integrated sys-
tem for ontology alignment and debugging [15] where
(3.4) is the main focus of the work. Although the sys-
tem provides some information regarding the mapping
suggestions (4.2) and mappings (4.3), more informa-
tion available in the different databases could be pre-
sented as well as in a better way. For instance, we do
not show explanations on why mapping suggestions
were suggested (4.7). Although we have algorithms
for computing mappable regions, we do not have a vi-
sual presentation of these (4.4). In general, the visual-
ization of the ontologies, mappings and mapping sug-
gestions is subject for future work and different tech-
niques need to be investigated. For instance, indented
trees are more organized and familiar to novice users,
but a graph visualization may be more controllable and
intuitive [11]. Further, we do not identify specific start-
ing points (4.5).

5. Experiments

We performed several experiments. All experiments
show the advantages of using a session-based system

regarding performance of computation of similarity
values, filtering or recommendation. Some of the ex-
periments additionally show how a session-based sys-
tem can be used for evaluating strategies (PA-based
algorithms and recommendation algorithms).

As the session-based approach allows for interrupt-
ing computation sessions and reusing the computation
results from previous sessions, we investigate the influ-
ence of using sessions on the efficiency of the ontology
alignment system (Section 5.2).

A second main feature of the session-based ap-
proach is that it is possible to use validation decisions
obtained from previous validation sessions. Therefore,
in Section 5.3 we discuss experiments related to one
of the issues that can lead to reducing unnecessary
user interaction. We investigate the influence using val-
idation decisions from previous sessions for different
filtering strategies. The experiments also allow us to
evaluate the strategies.

A third main feature of the proposed approach are
the recommendation sessions. Little research has been
done on this issue, and previous approaches only con-
sider recommendations at the beginning of an align-
ment session, i.e. without the possibility of using val-
idation decisions from previous sessions. Therefore,
in our third set of experiments we investigate differ-
ent recommendation strategies with and without the
session-based approach. Similar to the experiments on
filtering, the experiments on recommendation strate-
gies show how the session-based approach, in addition
to the actual ontology alignment, also enables evalu-
ation of different strategies. Section 5.4 describes the
experiments and provides insights into the algorithms
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that could not have been obtained (easily) without the
session-based approach.

In the remainder of this section we present the ex-
periments set-up as well as describe the findings of
the different experiments. For the details of the exper-
iments we refer to the appendix.

5.1. Experiments set-up

We use the OAEI 2011 Anatomy track for our ex-
periments which contains the ontologies Adult Mouse
Anatomy (AMA) and the anatomy part of the NCI
Thesaurus (NCI-A). (Removing empty nodes in the
files) AMA contains 2737 concepts and NCI-A con-
tains 3298 concepts. This gives 9,026,626 pairs of con-
cepts. Further, a reference alignment containing 1516
equivalence mappings is available and thus we focus
on equivalence mappings in our experiments.

We used the following alignment strategies. We
used matchers n-gram, TermBasic, TermWN, UMLSM

and NaiveBayes9 as introduced in Section 4.2. As com-
bination strategies we used weighted sum with possi-
ble weights 1 and 2 as well as the maximum-based ap-
proach. Further, we used the single and double thresh-
old strategies with threshold values 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,
0.7 and 0.8. In total this gives us 4872 alignment strate-
gies. For each of these strategies we computed Pc, Rc,
Fc, Pw, Rw, Fw, Sim1 and Sim2 based on the OAEI
reference alignment. For reasons explained in the ap-
pendix, in the experiments we mainly discuss results
with respect to Fc and Sim2. Fc is a standard measure;
Sim2 has a high correlation to Fc, but has a higher de-
gree of differentiation in our experiments.10

For the experiments regarding filtering and recom-
mendation we chose three alignment strategies AS1,
AS2, AS3 (see Table 4 in the appendix for details) as
a basis for discussion. AS1 is the strategy with best
Fc (0.86) and Sim2 (0.75) values. AS2 is an average
strategy regarding Fc (0.65) and Sim2 (0.48). AS3 per-
forms poorly for Fc (0.48) and Sim2 (0.32), but has a
high Rc value (0.89).

9For NaiveBayes we generated a corpus of PubMed [41] abstracts.
We used a maximum of 100 abstracts per concept. For AMA the to-
tal number of documents was 30,854. There were 2413 concepts for
which no abstract was found. For NCI-A the total number of docu-
ments was 40,081. There were 2886 concepts for which no abstract
was found.

10As stated in footnote 2, the best strategy regarding Fc in our
implemented system is better than the best system at OAEI Anatomy
2009 and earlier, but better algorithms were reported at OAEI 2010.

5.2. Computation of Similarity Values

In the first experiment we investigate the influence
of using sessions and the similarity values database on
the efficiency of the ontology alignment system. For
each of the matchers we computed the similarity val-
ues for all pairs of concepts. When a similarity value is
computed it is stored in the similarity values database.
Previous approaches could not take advantage of pre-
viously stored values. However, computation sessions
in a session-based approach can take advantage of the
fact that previous computation and recommendation
sessions already stored similarity values.

Our results show that using the database is advan-
tageous for string matchers, and even more advanta-
geous for more complex matchers for which the speed-
up may be up to 25%. The session-based approach
leads therefore to reduced computation times and re-
duced waiting times for the domain expert.

5.3. Using the Validation Decisions from Previous

Sessions for Filtering

There are few approaches that can take into account
already given mappings. Further, it is not common
that such a set of pre-existing mappings exists. In a
session-based approach, however, every validation ses-
sion generates such sets, which can be used to improve
the quality of the mapping suggestions and reduce un-
necessary user interaction. Further, the knowledge of
the domain expert is taken into account at an early
stage. In the following experiments we investigate the
influence of sessions and validation decisions for dif-
ferent filtering strategies.

For the strategies AS1, AS2 and AS3 we computed
the reduction of the number of mapping suggestions by
using the filter strategy that removes mapping sugges-
tions that are in conflict with already validated correct
mappings. The main lesson learned is that this strategy
is effective and removing such conflicting suggestions
should be done as soon as possible. Therefore, in our
system we perform the removal after every validation
of a correct equivalence mapping and thereby reduce
unnecessary user interaction.

Further, as the session-based approach produces val-
idated correct mappings, we can use these in the dou-
ble threshold filtering approach. We computed the in-
fluence of this filtering approach in terms of the to-
tal number of mapping suggestions and the number
of correct suggestions that are removed by this oper-
ation. As double threshold filtering heavily relies on
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the structure of the ontologies and many is-a relations
are actually missing in AMA and NCI-A [26], we ex-
perimented with the original ontologies as well as re-
paired11 ontologies. The results show that the dou-
ble threshold filtering has a positive effect on Fc. Fur-
ther, in most cases more mapping suggestions, but also
more correct suggestions are removed in the origi-
nal ontologies than in the repaired ontologies, and the
quality in terms of Fc is higher for the repaired ontolo-
gies. We also note that the worse the strategy the higher
the effect.

5.4. Recommendation Strategies with and without

Sessions

The experiments in this section show how recom-
mendation strategies can be used within the session-
based framework as well as how well they perform. For
these experiments we used Sim2 as recommendation
measure.

We set up the experiments such that we could inves-
tigate different settings for the recommendation strate-
gies. We investigated in (i) using the session-based ap-
proach or using one recommendation session at the
beginning of the ontology alignment process. For the
session-based approaches we also investigated (ii) the
performance of the different recommendation strate-
gies discussed in 4.4, (iii) the change of the quality of
the recommendation strategies with respect to the val-
idation decisions at hand, (iv) the change of the qual-
ity of the overall alignment strategy when recommen-
dation strategies are computed after every interruption
and the newly computed recommendation strategy is
followed until the next interruption.

For the recommendation algorithm that computes
a performance measure for the alignment strategies
based on how the strategies perform on the already val-
idated mapping suggestions, we found that the recom-
mended strategy is always a decent strategy. The best
strategy (AS1), however, only appears as a top rec-
ommended strategy when we start with a poor strat-
egy (AS3). When we change the recommendation af-
ter each session, the recommended strategies are usu-
ally good or top strategies. When starting with the best
strategy (AS1) the performance is still not so good
because of the lack of negative examples (i.e. wrong
mapping suggestions), but better in this approach than
when the recommendation does not change after ev-

11See the appendix for how we repaired the ontologies.

ery session. We show, however, in the appendix that
performance can be improved by generating negative
examples when these are not available.

For the recommendation algorithm that uses seg-
ment pairs and computes a performance measure for
the alignment strategies based on how the strategies
perform on the already validated parts of the segment
pairs, we found that the lack of negative examples
leads to poor results when starting with AS1 or AS2.
The recommended strategies have very high recall, but
low precision. The results for AS3 show that as the
number of processed suggestions increases, the recom-
mended strategy becomes better. This is because the
quality of the oracle increases. When we change the
recommendation after each session, the recommended
strategies in the final recommendations are good or top
strategies.

When we do not use sessions we use a recommen-
dation algorithm that uses segment pairs and com-
putes a performance measure for the alignment strate-
gies based on how the strategies perform on the seg-
ment pairs. This requires an oracle that has full knowl-
edge about the mappings in the segment pairs and for
this we use the reference alignment as provided by the
OAEI. As this recommendation strategy is indepen-
dent from the actual validation decisions, the recom-
mendation does not change during the alignment pro-
cess. It can therefore be performed in the beginning.
The performance of the recommendation algorithm de-
pends on the selected segment pairs.

5.5. Summary of lessions learned

5.5.1. Use of the session-based approach and system

We showed the usefulness of the system and its
components through experiments with many align-
ment strategies on the OAEI 2011 Anatomy track on-
tologies.

We showed that using the session-based approach
leads to alignment quality improvements. As the ap-
proach allows for the partial computation and the par-
tial validation of mappings suggestions, validation de-
cisions can be taken into account during the follow-
ing sessions. The validation decisions represent do-
main expert knowledge and can be used earlier in the
alignment process than in former frameworks. During
computation sessions a PA can be used for reducing
the search space, which according to the experiments
in [24] often leads to an improvement of Fc. As shown
in this paper, the use of validation decisions from pre-
vious sessions for different kinds of filtering also has
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a positive effect on Fc. These approaches also reduce
unnecessary user interaction.

The session-based approach also supports the rec-
ommendation of alignment strategies. As, in general,
we do not know which alignment strategies perform
well for a particular pair of ontologies, according to
our experiments using the recommendations after each
session usually leads to better alignments.

Further, during computation and recommendation
sessions, computed similarity values are stored in the
similarity values database. Using this database in fur-
ther computation sessions reduces computation times
and waiting times for the domain expert.

5.5.2. Lessons about alignment strategies

We also learned some lessions about the actual
alignment algorithms. For instance, filtering out sug-
gestions that are in conflict with validation decisions
after the locking of sessions is useful and the worse the
initial strategy, the more useful this is. Also filtering af-
ter the locking of a session using the double threshold
filtering method is useful, and the more complete the
is-a structure in the ontologies is, the better the results.

The recommendation is important, especially when
the initial strategy is not good. It is also clear that the
approaches using validation decisions (with and with-
out segment pairs), become better the more sugges-
tions are validated. Further, when using the recom-
mended strategy after each session improves the fi-
nal result. We also found, that, when too few wrong
mapping suggestions are available, we can improve
the performance by automatically generating wrong
mapping suggestions. For the approaches using seg-
ment pairs, the experiments show that the choice of
the segment pairs influences the recommendation re-
sults (which is different from the conclusions of ex-
periments in [48]). Therefore, strategies for choosing
segment pairs need to be investigated. In our experi-
ments among the strategies with validation decisions,
the strategy with ’validation decisions only’ performed
best, but the strategy with ’validation decisions and
segment pairs’ may be improved with better segment
selection strategies.

6. Related Work

To our knowledge there is no other framework that
introduces sessions. Earlier frameworks (e.g. [6,28])
and the systems built according to these frameworks
have focused on the generation of mappings sugges-

tions, similar to non-interruptible computation ses-
sions in which validated data usually is not taken
into account. Some systems also allow to validate
data, similar to non-interruptible validation sessions.
As there is no similar framework or system, we briefly
address related work regarding the different compo-
nents and used techniques.

Although there are no other systems that fully im-
plement the session-based approach [16], some sys-
tems (e.g. [29,4,10,3,15]) do allow to mimic part of the
framework through saving and loading alignments or
by having a repository with ontologies and alignments.

The computation of mapping suggestions includes
preprocessing, matching, combining and filtering.
There are some approaches that reduce the search
space by segmenting or partitioning the ontologies and
using anchors (concept pairs with high similarity) to
connect mappable segments [14,13] or segment simi-
larity [4]. Some approaches use the locality of anchors
to reduce the search space [42,49]. In [49] anchors can
also be pairs with low similarity values. The main dif-
ference with our approach is that we use validation
decisions to partition the ontologies.

For the matching many algorithms have been pro-
posed (e.g. many papers on http://ontologymatching.org/).
As mentioned before, they often implement strategies
based on linguistic matching, structure-based strate-
gies, constraint-based approaches, instance-based strate-
gies, strategies that use auxiliary information or a
combination of these. The results from OAEI and
evaluation studies such as in [28,1,34] provide some
knowledge on the performance of the matchers. In our
system we used linguistic matching, instance-based
strategies, and strategies that use auxiliary informa-
tion.

The most commonly used combination strategies
are the weighted-sum and the maximum-based ap-
proaches. Our system supports these. There are some
more advanced combination strategies such as in the
schema metamatching framework of [5] and the agent-
based method in [45].

Regarding filtering, most systems use single thresh-
old filtering, while we additionally support double
threshold filtering. In contrast to most systems, our
system can also take into account PAs or validation de-
cisions. Some systems do additional checking of con-
straints (e.g. [17,13]) thereby adding or removing sug-
gestions.

There are some systems that allow validation of
mappings such as SAMBO [28], AlViz [29], COGZ
[10] for PROMPT, COMA++ [4], AgreementMaker
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[3] and AML [38]. None of these systems allow, how-
ever, interruptible sessions. LogMap2 [18] allows in-
terrupting user interaction although it does not have
graphical user interfaces yet. Interrupting user interac-
tion in this case means using heuristics to deal with
remaining mapping suggestions. There are approaches
that try to minimize user interaction. For instance,
in [12] minimal mappings are computed for light-
weight ontologies and these are presented for valida-
tion. AgreementMaker [3] clusters validated mappings
and mapping suggestions based on a signature vector
and these are shown in a visual analytics panel, thereby
dealing with multiple suggestions simultaneously and
aiding the user with contextual information. Valida-
tion decisions also influence the generation of mapping
suggestions. Further, recently, in [36] evaluation mea-
sures for user interaction were proposed for which the
evaluation can be fully automated.

There are very few recommendation approaches. In
[32] it is argued that finding appropriate alignment
strategies should be based on knowledge about the
strategies and their previous use. As a first step a num-
ber of factors (related to input, output, approach, us-
age, cost and documentation) were identified that are
relevant when selecting an alignment strategy. The rel-
evant data is collected by questionnaires. The Ana-
lytic Hierarchy Process is used to detect suitable align-
ment approaches. The results from OAEI and evalu-
ation studies such as in [28,34] could provide useful
input data for this approach. In [6], APFEL, a ma-
chine learning approach to optimize alignment strate-
gies is proposed. In APFEL a set of feature parame-
ters are declared for the source ontologies, the simi-
larity assessment, and the different matchers, combi-
nation and filter algorithms. To generate training data,
an existing parametrization is used and mapping sug-
gestions are generated. These suggestions need to be
validated by the user. A machine learning approach is
then used to learn an optimal parametrization. There
are some approaches for tuning the parameters in the
ontology alignment systems. The RiMOM [30] and
UFOme [40] systems use textual and structural char-
acteristics of the ontologies for the selection of match-
ers, combinations and filters. The system in [39] uses
such characteristics to configure itself in an adaptive
way. Falcon-OA [14] includes an approach to tune the
thresholds for the matchers.

7. Conclusion

In this paper we presented to our knowledge the
first session-based framework that allows a user to in-
terrupt and resume the different stages of the ontol-
ogy alignment process. The framework enables user
involvement, one of the current challenges in ontology
alignment, in a natural way. We showed the feasibil-
ity of the approach by implementing a session-based
version of an existing system. We showed the useful-
ness of the approach through several experiments with
many alignment strategies on the OAEI 2011 Anatomy
track ontologies. We also showed that the session-
based framework enabled experimentation and evalu-
ation of new alignment approaches (both in computa-
tion and recommendation) that are based on validation
decisions. These evaluations were not possible or cum-
bersome before.

In future work we will continue to develop and
evaluate computation strategies and recommendation
strategies. Especially interesting are strategies that
reuse validation results to e.g. reduce the search space
or guide the computation. Further, we will investi-
gate new strategies for recommendations using valida-
tion decisions, including segment selection strategies.
A further interesting track is to integrate debugging
strategies into the alignment process as in [15]. In a
session-based approach debugging can be performed
early and thereby increase the quality of the alignment.
It would also be useful to develop a software frame-
work that implements the session-based approach and
to which existing systems can be plugged in.
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8. Appendix: Experiments

8.1. Experiments set-up

As stated before, we use the OAEI 2011 Anatomy
track for our experiments which contains the ontolo-
gies Adult Mouse Anatomy (AMA) and the anatomy
part of the NCI Thesaurus (NCI-A). (Removing empty
nodes in the files) AMA contains 2737 concepts and
NCI-A contains 3298 concepts. This gives 9,026,626
pairs of concepts. Further, a reference alignment con-
taining 1516 equivalence mappings is available and
thus we focus on equivalence mappings in our experi-
ments.

We used matchers n-gram, TermBasic, TermWN,
UMLSM and NaiveBayes. As combination strategies
we used weighted sum with possible weights 1 and 2
as well as the maximum-based approach. Further, we
used the single and double threshold strategies with
threshold values 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8. In to-
tal this gives us 4872 alignment strategies. For each of
these strategies we computed Pc, Rc, Fc, Pw, Rw, Fw,

Sim1 and Sim2 based on the OAEI reference align-
ment. For instance, Table 3 shows the top 10 strate-
gies with respect to Sim2. All these 10 strategies use a
weighted-sum combination, double threshold filtering
and include UMLSM and at least one string matching-
based matcher. These strategies have also a high Fw

of over 0.99. The top 10 strategies with respect to
Rc all include UMLSM and at least one of n-gram or
TermWN. All these strategies use a maximum-based
combination approach, single threshold filtering and,
as expected, a low threshold (0.3). The best strategies
find 1497 correct mapping suggestions. The highest Pc

for these strategies is, however, less than 0.016. When
sorting strategies based on Pc, 528 strategies had max-
imum Pc value of 1. All of these strategies include
NaiveBayes. Six of the strategies are single matcher
strategies (NaiveBayes with thresholds 0.6, 0.7, 0.8,
0.6;07, 0.6;0.8 and 0.7;0.8). No strategy has threshold
0.3. Among those strategies the maximum amount of
correct mapping suggestions is 259. All 528 strategies
have Rw = 1 and Pw

> 0.99. They have high Sim1
values and low Sim2 values. With respect to the other
measures, i.e. Rw, Pw, Fw and Sim1, the strategies do
not show much variation. Therefore, we mainly dis-
cuss results with respect to Fc and Sim2. Fc is a stan-
dard measure; Sim2 has a high correlation to Fc, but
has a higher degree of differentiation in our experi-
ments.

For the experiments regarding filtering (Section 8.3)
and recommendation (Section 8.4) we chose three
alignment strategies (Table 4) as a basis for discussion.
Strategy AS1 uses a weighted sum combination of
TermBasic with weight 1 and UMLSM with weight 1,
and double threshold filtering with thresholds 0.4;0.7
(columns 2-4 in Table 4). AS1 generates 1324 map-
ping suggestions (column 5). AS1 is the strategy with
best Fc (0.86) and Sim2 (0.75) values. AS2 is an av-
erage strategy regarding Fc (0.65) and Sim2 (0.48).
It uses a weighted sum combination of TermWN with
weight 2, n-gram with weight 1 and NaiveBayes with
weight 1, and single threshold filtering with threshold
0.5. It generates 1824 mapping suggestions. AS3 per-
forms poorly for Fc (0.48) and Sim2 (0.32), but has a
high Rc value (0.89). It uses a weighted sum combina-
tion of n-gram with weight 1, TermBasic with weight
1, and UMLSM with weight 2, and single threshold fil-
tering with threshold 0.3. It generates 4061 mapping
suggestions.
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Table 3

Top 10 strategies for Fc and Sim2.

matchers weights threshold correct wrong Fc Sim2

suggestions suggestions

TermBasic;UMLSM 1;1 0.4;0.7 1223 101 0.8612 0.7563

TermWN;UMLSM;NaiveBayes;n-gram 1;2;2;1 0.3;0.5 1223 101 0.8612 0.7563

n-gram;TermBasic;UMLSM 1;1;2 0.5;0.8 1192 63 0.8603 0.7549

n-gram;UMLSM 1;1 0.5;0.8 1195 67 0.8603 0.7548

UMLSM;NaiveBayes;TermWN 2;1;2 0.4;0.6 1203 78 0.8602 0.7547

UMLSM;NaiveBayes;n-gram;TermBasic 2;1;1;1 0.4;0.6 1199 73 0.8601 0.7545

n-gram;TermBasic;UMLSM 1;2;2 0.5;0.8 1181 50 0.8598 0.7541

UMLSM;NaiveBayes;TermBasic 2;1;2 0.4;0.6 1194 68 0.8596 0.7537

UMLSM;NaiveBayes;n-gram;TermBasic 2;2;1;1 0.3;0.5 1221 104 0.8595 0.7537

UMLSM;NaiveBayes;TermBasic 2;1;1 0.5;0.6 1187 60 0.8592 0.7531

Table 4

Three alignment strategies.

strategy matchers weights threshold suggestions Fc Sim2

AS1 TermBasic;UMLSM 1;1 0.4;0.7 1324 0.86 0.75

AS2 TermWN;n-gram;NaiveBayes 2;1;1 0.5 1824 0.65 0.48

AS3 n-gram;TermBasic;UMLSM 1;1;2 0.3 4061 0.48 0.32

8.2. Computation of Similarity Values

In the first experiment we investigate the influence
of using sessions and the similarity values database on
the efficiency of the ontology alignment system. For
each of the matchers we computed the similarity val-
ues for all pairs of concepts. When a similarity value is
computed it is stored in the similarity values database.

In Table 5 we show for two of the matchers the com-
putation times for when previous values were stored
and for when no previous values were stored. We do
this for the computation of 10%, 20% (of which 10%
stored), 50% (of which 20% stored), 75% (of which
50% stored) and 100% (of which 75% stored) of the
9,026,626 pairs. For instance, for n-gram the computa-
tion and storage of 902,662 similarity values took 2.59
minutes. The computation and storage of 1,805,324
similarity values from scratch took 5.08 minutes. How-
ever, assuming 902,662 similarity values are already
stored and checking the database, it will take 3.98 min-
utes. Using the database is advantageous for string
matchers, and even more advantageous for more com-
plex matchers for which the speed-up may be up to
25%. The session-based approach leads therefore to
reduced computation times and reduced waiting times
for the domain expert.

8.3. Using the Validation Decisions from Previous

Sessions for Filtering

In the following experiments we investigate the in-
fluence of sessions and validation decisions for filter-
ing.

8.3.1. Filtering using validated correct mappings

Table 6 shows for the strategies AS1, AS2 and
AS3 the reduction of the number of mapping sugges-
tions by using the filter strategy that removes map-
ping suggestions that are in conflict with already val-
idated correct mappings. It shows the number of re-
moved mapping suggestions after 500, 1000 and 1300
processed mapping suggestions. The results show that
AS1 does not produce many mapping suggestions that
would conflict. The results also suggest that the re-
moval should be done as soon as possible. For in-
stance, for AS3 when we would process 1000 sug-
gestions without removal, the 156 that would be re-
moved after 500 processed suggestions may actually
have been - unnecessarily - validated by the domain
expert. Therefore, in our system we perform the re-
moval after every validation of a correct equivalence
mapping and thereby reduce unnecessary user interac-
tion. We also remind that the strategies AS1, AS2 and
AS3 produce 1365, 1824 and 4061 mapping sugges-
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Table 5

Matcher computation time (in mins).

n-gram NaiveBayes

number of pairs without previous with previous without previous with previous

values stored values stored values stored values stored

902,662 2.59 196.15

1,805,324 5.08 3.98 149.95 84.05

4,513,310 12.73 10.78 418.49 265.87

6,769,965 19.19 13.83 645.71 212.35

9,026,626 25.85 17.32 790.74 207.64

tions, respectively. Therefore, having processed 1000
mapping suggestions means that 73%, 40% and 25%
of the suggestions have been processed for AS1, AS2
and AS3, respectively.

8.3.2. Double threshold filtering using validated

correct mappings

In our next experiment, once a session is locked, we
use double threshold filtering with thresholds 0.3 (low-
est considered threshold) and 0.6 on the remaining un-
validated mapping suggestions of that session. Table 7
shows for the strategies AS1, AS2 and AS3 the total
number of mapping suggestions (columns 2-4) and the
number of correct suggestions (columns 5-7) that are
removed by this operation. There are two values sepa-
rated by ’/’. As double threshold filtering heavily relies
on the structure of the ontologies and many is-a rela-
tions are actually missing in AMA and NCI-A [26], we
experimented with the original ontologies (first value)
and the repaired12 ontologies (second value). The re-
sults show that this filtering has a positive effect on
Fc. Further, in most cases more mapping suggestions,
but also more correct suggestions are removed in the
original ontologies than in the repaired ontologies, and
the quality in terms of Fc is higher for the repaired on-
tologies. We also note that the worse the strategy the
higher the effect.

12We repaired (or enriched or completed) the ontologies by
adding the missing is-a relations that were detected by logical rea-
soning on the ontologies and the reference alignment. If A and B
belong to one ontology, A’ and B’ belong to the other ontology, A
⊑ B is derivable in the first ontology, A ≡ A’, and B ≡ B’, then we
should have that A’ ⊑ B’ is derivable in the second ontology. If this
is not the case then A’ ⊑ B’ is added to the second ontology. More
advanced techniques could be used for repairing, e.g. [25,22,50].

8.4. Recommendation Strategies with and without

Sessions

The experiments in this section show how recom-
mendation strategies can be used within the session-
based framework. Further, we evaluate different rec-
ommendation strategies. For these experiments we
used Sim2 as recommendation measure. For some of
the experiments we also needed to generate segment
pairs. We used the method as described in Section 4.4.
The system generated 94 segment pair candidates of
which 15 were randomly chosen as segment pairs. The
maximum number of concepts in a segment is 12 and
the minimum number is 3. The total number of con-
cept pairs for all 15 segment pairs together is 424. Ac-
cording to the reference alignment of the OAEI, 46 of
those are correct mappings. The maximum number of
correct mappings within a segment pair is 7 and the
minimum is 1.

8.4.1. Session-based recommendation using

validation decisions only

In this experiment we use the recommendation al-
gorithm that computes a performance measure for the
alignment strategies based on how the strategies per-
form on the already validated mapping suggestions.
Tables 8, 9 and 10 show the recommended strategies
together with their Fc value on the current validation
decisions and their actual Fc value, after having pro-
cessed 500/50313, 1000, ..., 4000 suggestions for AS1,
AS2 and AS3, respectively. For AS1, AS1 itself does
not appear among the top 10 recommendations for all
the sessions. The strategies that received the best score
for 500, 1000 and 1300 processed suggestions have
actual Fc values of 0.18, 0.85 and 0.23, respectively.
The results are explained by the consistent group in

13503, because the validation decision for suggestion 500 removes
other suggestions.
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Table 6

Filter using validated correct mappings.

processed AS1 AS2 AS3

500 20 107 156

1000 26 58 288

1300 4 20 20

Table 7

Double threshold filter using validated correct mappings.

processed AS1 AS2 AS3 AS1 AS2 AS3

suggestions suggestions suggestions correct correct correct

removed removed removed removed removed removed

500 0/2 134/113 244/279 0/0 12/1 9/1

1000 1/0 52/47 532/470 1/0 1/0 22/4

1300 0/2 43/35 443/276 0/0 9/2 21/3

the double threshold filtering. For AS2, AS1 does not
appear among the top 10 recommendations for all the
sessions. The reason for this behavior is the difference
between the number of correct mapping suggestions
proposed by AS1 and AS2. That is, some of the cor-
rect mapping suggestions that are proposed by AS2
will not be proposed by AS1. In this experiment, com-
pared to AS1, the recommended strategies propose 1,
15, 20 and 46 more correct mapping suggestions for
500, 1000, 1500 and 1800 processed suggestions, re-
spectively. We note that the recommended strategy al-
ways has an actual Fc ≥ 0.76 and the strategy which is
recommended after 1800 processed suggestions uses a
maximum-based combination approach. For AS3, the
strategy that receives the best score after 1000, 2000
and 2500 processed suggestions is also the best strat-
egy (AS1) in reality. Otherwise, AS1 is within the top
10 recommendations. In these cases AS1 is not recom-
mended because it suggests 2, 1, 13, 6 and 48 more
wrong mapping suggestions for 503, 1500, 3000, 3500
and 4000 processed suggestions, respectively, which
are not suggested by the recommended strategies. The
reason for the better performance of the recommended
strategy is due to the generated consistent group in
the double threshold filtering. We note that the recom-
mended strategy always has an actual Fc ≥ 0.85 (with
best 0.861 for AS1).

In general, when using an ontology alignment sys-
tem with session-based recommendation, a user starts
with one alignment strategy and can change strategy
based on validations during the alignment process.
Therefore, we also performed an experiment where the
user starts with AS1, AS2 or AS3, performs sessions in

which a maximum of 500 suggestions are processed,
and where each new session uses the alignment strat-
egy that is recommended by the recommendation algo-
rithm based on the validation decisions of all previous
sessions. The new computation session will only com-
pute ’new’ mapping suggestions, i.e. mapping sugges-
tions that were not validated before.

Tables 11, 12 and 13 show results for the recommen-
dation algorithm that uses validation decisions only in
which the first sessions were started with the strategies
AS1, AS2, and AS3, respectively. The rows in the ta-
bles indicate the recommended strategy after each ses-
sion in the experiments. In the case of AS3 the recom-
mended strategy always has an actual Fc >0.84 which
is close to the best strategy Fc (0.86). Similar behavior
is observed for AS2, the recommended strategy always
has an actual Fc >0.83. In the AS1 case, the recom-
mendation becomes better after session 4. In session 6,
both AS1 and AS3 recommended strategies with simi-
lar Fc (0.84). Compared to the recommendation results
of AS1 shown in Table 8 the quality of recommenda-
tion for the AS1 case improves as the number of ses-
sions increases. The reason for the better performance
is due to the differences in the oracle. In the previous
experiment, all the recommendations are done with the
mapping suggestions from AS1 which are mostly cor-
rect. On the other hand, the validation decisions used in
this experiment contain more information about wrong
suggestions since the strategy is different for every ses-
sion.

As the performance for the AS1 case is not good,
particularly in the early sessions, and an important
cause for this is the lack of negative examples, i.e.
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Table 8

Session-based recommendation using validation decisions only - AS1.

processed matchers weights threshold rec actual

suggestions Fc Fc

500 NaiveBayes;n-gram;TermBasic;TermWN 1;1;2;1 0.3;0.6 0.993 0.186

1000 TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM;NaiveBayes 2;1;2;1 0.5;0.7 0.992 0.850

1300 n-gram;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM 1;1;2;1 0.3;0.7 0.972 0.235

Table 9

Session-based recommendation using validation decisions only - AS2.

processed matchers weights threshold rec actual

suggestions Fc Fc

500 n-gram;TermBasic;UMLSM 2;1;1 0.6;0.7 0.988 0.834

1000 n-gram;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM;NaiveBayes 1;1;2;2;2 0.3;0.5 0.987 0.763

1500 n-gram;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM;NaiveBayes 1;1;2;2;2 0.3;0.5 0.981 0.763

1800 TermBasic;UMLSM;TermWN 1;1;1 0.6;0.8 0.98 0.80

Table 10

Session-based recommendation using validation decisions only - AS3.

processed matchers weights threshold rec actual

suggestions Fc Fc

503 n-gram;TermBasic;UMLSM 1;1;2 0.4;0.8 0.920 0.850

1000 TermBasic;UMLSM 1;1 0.4;0.7 0.950 0.861

1500 TermBasic;UMLSM;TermWN 1;2;1 0.4;0.7 0.940 0.860

2000 TermBasic;UMLSM 1;1 0.4;0.7 0.920 0.861

2500 TermBasic;UMLSM 1;1 0.4;0.7 0.920 0.861

3000 UMLSM;TermWN 1;1 0.4;0.7 0.920 0.860

3500 UMLSM;NaiveBayes;n-gram ;TermBasic 2;2;1;1 0.3;0.5 0.920 0.860

4000 n-gram;TermBasic;UMLSM 1;1;2 0.5;0.8 0.920 0.860

Table 11

Using recommended strategy after each session - session-based recommendation using validation decisions only - AS1.

session matchers weights threshold rec actual

Fc Fc

1 NaiveBayes;n-gram;TermBasic;TermWN 1;1;2;1 0.3;0.6 0.993 0.186

2 n-gram;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM;NaiveBayes 2;1;1;2;1 0.3;0.6 0.989 0.570

3 n-gram;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM 1;2;2;2 0.5;0.8 0.989 0.848

4 n-gram;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM;NaiveBayes 1;2;1;2;1 0.3;0.7 0.983 0.635

5 TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM;NaiveBayes 2;1;2;1 0.3;0.7 0.964 0.725

6 n-gram;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM;NaiveBayes 1;1;1;2;2 0.3;0.6 0.951 0.846

wrong mappings suggestions, we investigated whether
the performance could be improved by automatically
generating negative examples when these are not avail-
able or only few are available. We implemented an ap-
proach that generates wrong mappings based on map-

pings validated to be correct. The approach swaps con-
cepts in correct mappings. For instance, if A ≡ A’ and
B ≡ B’ are correct mapping suggestions, then we gen-
erate the wrong mapping suggestions A ≡ B’ and B
≡ A’. Then we selected the wrong mapping sugges-
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Table 12

Using recommended strategy after each session - session-based recommendation using validation decisions only - AS2.

session matchers weights threshold rec actual

Fc Fc

1 n-gram ;TermBasic;UMLSM 2;1;1 0.6;0.7 0.988 0.834

2 TermBasic;TermWN ;UMLSM;NaiveBayes 1;1;1;2 0.3;0.5 0.993 0.856

3 n-gram ;TermBasic;UMLSM 1;1;2 0.4;0.8 0.985 0.853

4 TermBasic;UMLSM;TermWN 2;2;1 0.4;0.8 0.972 0.845

5 UMLSM;TermWN 1;2 0.4;0.8 0.966 0.846

6 TermWN ;UMLSM;NaiveBayes;n-gram 2;2;1;2 0.4;0.7 0.953 0.838

Table 13

Using recommended strategy after each session - session-based recommendation using validation decisions only - AS3.

session matchers weights threshold rec actual

Fc Fc

1 n-gram ;TermBasic;UMLSM 1;1;2 0.4;0.8 0.920 0.850

2 TermWN ;UMLSM;NaiveBayes;n-gram 1;2;1;1 0.3;0.7 0.989 0.840

3 n-gram ;TermBasic;UMLSM 1;1;2 0.4;0.8 0.978 0.853

4 TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM;NaiveBayes 1;2;2;2 0.3;0.5 0.970 0.845

5 n-gram ;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM 1;1;1;2 0.4;0.8 0.964 0.849

6 TermWN ;UMLSM;NaiveBayes;n-gram 2;2;2;1 0.3;0.6 0.956 0.845

tions whose similarity based on edit distance is be-
tween 0.45 and 0.65. In this experiment we gener-
ated 300 wrong mapping suggestions. Table 14 shows
the results for the recommendation when starting the
alignment process with AS1. We note that the recom-
mended strategy always has an actual Fc >0.84. This
is clearly an improvement compared to the results in
Table 11.

8.4.2. Session-based recommendation using segment

pairs and validation decisions

In this experiment we use the recommendation al-
gorithm that uses segment pairs and computes a per-
formance measure for the alignment strategies based
on how the strategies perform on the already validated
parts of the segment pairs. Tables 15, 16 and 17 show
the results for AS1, AS2 and AS3, respectively. For
AS1, the recommended strategy after 500, 1000 and
1300 processed suggestions has actual Fc = 0.07. The
reason for this result is that AS1 has very high preci-
sion so the oracle (validated suggestions) has very little
information about wrong mapping suggestions. How-
ever, it has much information about correct mapping
suggestions. The strategy that is recommended in the
three sessions is one that has very high recall but that
also suggests many wrong mappings which the algo-
rithm cannot detect. Similar behavior is observed for

AS2, but the oracle used in this case has better infor-
mation about wrong mapping suggestions than the one
which is used in the AS1 case. The recommended strat-
egy for all the sessions has actual Fc = 0.624.

For AS3, the strategies that are recommended after
503, 1000, 1500, 2000 and 2500 processed suggestions
have actual Fc = 0.53, after 3000 actual Fc = 0.76, and
after 3500 and 4000 actual Fc = 0.82. This result shows
that as the number of processed suggestions increases,
the recommended strategy becomes better. This is be-
cause the quality of the oracle increases.

Also for this recommendation stategy we performed
an experiment where the user starts with AS1, AS2 or
AS3, performs sessions in which a maximum of 500
suggestions are processed, and where each new ses-
sion uses the alignment strategy that is recommended
by the recommendation algorithm based on the valida-
tion decisions of all previous sessions. Similarly as be-
fore, the new computation session will only compute
’new’ mapping suggestions. Tables 18, 19 and 20 show
the results for the recommendation algorithm that uses
segment pairs and validation decisions. For AS1 and
AS3 the algorithm proposed the same strategy for ses-
sions 2 to 4. After session 7, both cases recommended
strategies with similar Fc (0.82) values. Even though
the best strategy overall (AS1) is not recommended,
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Table 14

Using recommended strategy after each session - session-based recommendation using validation decisions only - AS1 - automatically generated
wrong mapping suggestions.

session matchers weights threshold rec actual

Fc Fc

1 UMLSM 1 0.8 0.980 0.844

2 UMLSM;TermWN 1;1 0.5 0.950 0.850

3 n-gram;UMLSM 1;1 0.5 0.943 0.851

4 n-gram;UMLSM 1;1 0.5 0.938 0.851

Table 15

Session-based recommendation using segment pairs and validation decisions - AS1.

processed matchers weights threshold rec actual

suggestions Fc Fc

500 NaiveBayes;n-gram 1;1 0.3;0.8 1 0.070

1000 NaiveBayes;n-gram 1;1 0.3;0.8 1 0.070

1300 NaiveBayes;n-gram 1;1 0.3;0.8 1 0.070

Table 16

Session-based recommendation using segment pairs and validation decisions - AS2.

processed matchers weights threshold rec actual

suggestions Fc Fc

500 NaiveBayes;n-gram 1;1 0.3;0.5 1 0.624

1000 NaiveBayes;n-gram 1;1 0.3;0.5 1 0.624

1300 NaiveBayes;n-gram 1;1 0.3;0.5 1 0.624

1800 NaiveBayes;n-gram 1;1 0.3;0.5 1 0.624

Table 17

Session-based recommendation using segment pairs and validation decisions - AS3.

processed matchers weights threshold rec actual

suggestions Fc Fc

503 n-gram ;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM 1;1;1;2 0.3;0.5 1 0.530

1000 n-gram ;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM 1;1;1;2 0.3;0.5 1 0.530

1500 n-gram ;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM 1;1;1;2 0.3;0.5 1 0.530

2000 n-gram ;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM 1;1;1;2 0.3;0.5 1 0.530

2500 n-gram ;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM 1;1;1;2 0.3;0.5 1 0.530

3000 n-gram ;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM;

NaiveBayes 1;1;1;2;1 0.3;0.7 1 0.760

3500 TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM;NaiveBayes 1;2;2;1 0.3;0.6 1 0.820

4000 TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM;NaiveBayes 1;2;2;1 0.3;0.6 0.990 0.820

for the selected segment pairs these are the best strate-
gies and thus the best that the algorithm can propose.
We also note that the quality of recommendation for
the AS1 case is improved compared with the recom-
mendation results of AS1 in Table 15. For AS2 the al-

gorithm proposed the same strategy for sessions 1 to 3
(Fc = 0.62) and sessions 4 to 8 (Fc = 0.76), the recom-
mendation did not change after session 4. The reason
for this behavior is lack of information about correct
mappings in the oracle. That is, the segment pairs used
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in this experiment have a reference alignment of 46
mappings, but the oracle used by the AS2 case has in-
formation about only 35 mappings. On the other hand,
the oracles used by the AS1 and AS3 cases have infor-
mation about 42 and 45 mappings, respectively.

8.4.3. Session-independent recommendation using

segment pairs and oracle

In this experiment we use the recommendation al-
gorithm that uses segment pairs and computes a per-
formance measure for the alignment strategies based
on how the strategies perform on the segment pairs.
This requires an oracle that has full knowledge about
the mappings in the segment pairs and for this we use
the reference alignment as provided by the OAEI. As
this recommendation strategy is independent from the
actual validation decisions, the recommendation does

not change during the alignment process. It can there-
fore be performed in the beginning. Based on the per-
formance on the 15 small segments pairs (with a refer-
ence alignment of only 46 mappings), the recommen-
dation algorithm gives Sim2 = 0.87 and Fc = 0.93 for
AS1, Sim2 = 0.52 and Fc = 0.68 for AS2, and Sim2 =
0.47 and Fc = 0.64 for AS3 (see Table 21).

However, there are also 145 strategies that have a
higher Sim2 value than AS1. The top 8 recommended
strategies all use double threshold filtering and have
Sim2 = 0.98 and Fc = 0.99 for the segment pairs, and
an actual Fc between 0.8 and 0.84. They suggest 45
correct mappings and 0 wrong mappings, whereas AS1
suggests 42 correct mappings and 2 wrong mappings.
We also note that that there are 81 strategies which
have Sim2 >0.9 and Fc >0.95 on the segment pairs.
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Table 18

Using recommended strategy after each session - session-based recommendation using segment pairs and validation decisions - AS1.

session matchers weights threshold rec actual

Fc Fc

1 NaiveBayes;n-gram 1;1 0.3;0.8 1 0.070

2 NaiveBayes;n-gram;TermBasic;TermWN 1;2;1;1 0.3;0.6 1 0.143

3 NaiveBayes;n-gram;TermBasic;TermWN 1;2;1;1 0.3;0.6 1 0.143

4 NaiveBayes;n-gram;TermBasic;TermWN 1;2;1;1 0.3;0.6 1 0.143

5 NaiveBayes;n-gram;TermBasic;TermWN 1;2;1;1 0.3;0.6 1 0.143

6 NaiveBayes;n-gram;TermBasic;TermWN 1;2;1;1 0.3;0.6 1 0.143

7 n-gram;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM 1;1;1;1 0.5;0.8 1 0.829

8 n-gram;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM 1;1;1;1 0.5;0.8 1 0.829

Table 19

Using recommended strategy after each session - session-based recommendation using segment pairs and validation decisions - AS2.

session matchers weights threshold rec actual

Fc Fc

1 n-gram ;NaiveBayes 1;1 0.3;0.5 1 0.624

2 n-gram ;NaiveBayes 1;1 0.3;0.5 1 0.624

3 n-gram ;NaiveBayes 1;1 0.3;0.5 1 0.624

4 n-gram ;NaiveBayes 1;1 0.3;0.5 1 0.624

5 n-gram ;NaiveBayes 1;1 0.3;0.5 1 0.624

6 n-gram ;NaiveBayes 1;1 0.3;0.5 1 0.624

7 n-gram ;NaiveBayes 1;1 0.3;0.5 1 0.624

8 n-gram ;NaiveBayes 1;1 0.3;0.5 1 0.624

Table 20

Using recommended strategy after each session - session-based recommendation using segment pairs and validation decisions - AS3.

session matchers weights threshold rec actual

Fc Fc

1 n-gram ;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM 1;1;1;2 0.3;0.5 1 0.530

2 n-gram ;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM 1;1;1;2 0.3;0.5 1 0.530

3 n-gram ;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM 1;1;1;2 0.3;0.5 1 0.530

4 n-gram ;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM 1;1;1;2 0.3;0.5 1 0.530

5 n-gram ;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM 1;1;1;2 0.3;0.8 1 0.529

6 n-gram ;TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM;NaiveBayes 1;1;1;2;1 0.3;0.7 1 0.758

7 TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM;NaiveBayes 1;2;2;1 0.3;0.6 1 0.823

8 TermBasic;TermWN;UMLSM;NaiveBayes 1;2;2;1 0.3;0.6 1 0.823

Table 21

Session-independent recommendation using segment pairs and oracle.

strategy Fc Sim2

AS1 0.93 0.87

AS2 0.68 0.52

AS3 0.64 0.47


